
lightbox not working on frontpage
Posted by kkthebeast - 2011/09/17 20:48
_____________________________________

http://goo.gl/CCp4U custom html module "Tony's 1-2-3" Light box is not working on the home page, same custom html
module (enabled for troubleshooting) working on http://goo.gl/JwW0w

all com,mod,plug installed as documented 
anywhere enabled and set to "Anywhere"

light box works anywhere on every other page.

Note: tracked down the conflict to Siteground's Jpagetranslator using Google translate. If i disable the mod off the home
page the lightbox loads as expected.. I can't stop the trans from loading anything if that is the issue. I tried disabling
loading of jquery through both plugin's settings. same result. tried no conflict mode. auto load as well. 

page source seems to indicate the plugin is still loading jquery with the settings even though i set it to No. 

and unfortunately at this time I might not be able to provide access to the backend due to company policy.  :( 

I would greatly appreciate any advice :)
Thank you in advance

I re-enabled right click to make it a little easier

============================================================================

Re:lightbox not working on frontpage
Posted by admin - 2011/09/18 06:03
_____________________________________

Hello,

This problem with site template. It adds the next javascript code:


  
if(!window.sgfooteradded){
	window.addEvent('load', function() {
	  	 var footerHTML = "Joomla extensions by Siteground Hosting";
	     document.body.innerHTML = document.body.innerHTML + footerHTML;
	  });
	window.sgfooteradded = 1;  
}
  


Remove it and the extension will work fine. We suppose this javascript code is added in index.php file from site template.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:lightbox not working on frontpage
Posted by kkthebeast - 2011/09/19 17:46
_____________________________________

Thanks a million! works like a charm once again. I used Easyfind on OSX to hunt down that code snippet. Turns out it
was part of the translator php.

On a side note, thank you for the super fast support. Your software alone with out support is worth the money. Ill
definitely pass on the word about my experience :)
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